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Here are 100 questions to see everything you know and what you don't. It could be a humbling
experience, but you're sure to have got fun--and discover out a whole lot about the person you
wedded. --On his back --On his stomach --On his left part --On his right side-- Does your spouse
know your dress size?-- How will your husband generally go to sleep?Examples:-- Your husband
offers used a dictionary during the past seven days-true or false?-- Name your husband's
regular barber. If he has no hair, smile. (If he plays the field, where do he go most recently?)
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So/so questions My hubby and I have already been together seven years, and married for one. I
purchased this for our anniversary. The next question is what would he do in the event that you
weren't there? It had been sweet to confirm that we know one another so well, but the questions
were sort of dull rather than as funny as I was hoping. Between the two books there have been
about six questions we believed shouldn't have already been asked because in a different
relationship they could possess started an argument. Which elements of a newspaper will he
read regularly? Let's not contact that with a ten feet pole. When was she at her highest weight
(or is she now?) Initial and last name of his aged flame? It wasn't quite the romantic game I had
at heart. Fun so far. Overall though I still sensed it was a fun way to connect.. The questions
seemed outdated socially and technologically to us. This was written before smart mobile
phones transformed our lives and how exactly we do things. Waste materials of cash. There are
far better questions online. Great questions which opens up dialogue on virtually any subject.
We didn't have much fun with it. We discovered a lot of fun items about one another and lead us
to some cool conversations!Examples of antiquatedness:1. Your at a small gathering at the
home of a friend. After some boring holiday videos, the friend begins to show x-ranked video.
sock sock footwear shoe or sock footwear sock shoe" Actually after 17 years I questioned what I
believed. We both scored almost the exact 1,000 points.2. For example, which of your woman
friends is certainly he most drawn to?3. Will he look at Men's periodicals that feature photos of
nude ladies?4. What his point of view about whether the mothers of small children should have
a paying job? like "how does your husband put on his socks and ... The questions were pretty
and funny. After 17 Valentine's the jewelery and dinners start to loose their "umph" and I am
usually looking for more creative, personal gifts. Getting to know one another better Fun small
game to play with your spouse. Some of the queries made you stop and think, like "how does
your husband placed on his socks and shoes? What does he perform? Cute, silly, fun I bought
this pores and skin with the Do You KNoW Your Wife? I bought this and the spouse one as fun
Christmas presents for my hubby of 4 years and . We might try to discover something similar to
this again. You'd be surprised everything you know or have no idea about the additional or even
what you know you did know at one time but forgot! Fun, cheap, and "informative"! We loved
filling out these books! Would recommend using pencil when examining off your answers, you
can constantly move the books along to another couple to take pleasure from which can be
what I did. Luckily it was just a inexpensive stocking stuffer. Bonus, they were cheap! It doesn't
take that lengthy, but we loved it. Don't let the cover fool you. A few of the questions didn't really
connect with us, but overall, the quiz was lots of fun. Dont' understand why they don't simply sell
it as a established. They are really cute Awesome Convo Generator Hilarious and amazing
convo generator! Great for lengthy waits in a waiting around space, airports or when stuck in a
hotel room. Wish I had simply googled a list. Set it up with Do You Know Your Wife. Timeless
questions to bounce off your partner. Although some of the questions were just a little outdated
(queries about radios and favorite newspaper sections), it designed for some great date nights -
we split it up into 20 questions each night, answering 5 queries at a time and then going over
the answers. Fantastic Date Night Activity I purchased the "ARE YOU AWARE YOUR LADY" and
"HAVE YOU ANY IDEA Your Husband" quizzes for an in the home date night We planned for
we. We actually took the quizzes on the 8th anniversary of our first date. It was so very much fun
to discover just how much we knew about one another after 8 years jointly. Cover looks like
something from the '50's. We didn't maintain score, but we'd fun getting to answer the random
and odd queries it acquired about eachother. I've since recommended these booklets to many
friends as a fun addition to date night. Great for what it really is meant to be I purchased both



versions for a task for a date evening in. We'd fun filling them out and sharing our answers. We
intend to throw these in to wedding presents as a great addition in the future. Sure some of the
questions are silly and when you have been jointly a long time you will probably know most of
the answers. Socially & In the event that you both are open or have a doughy intimate side you'll
probably enjoy this. When we exchanged our books on ROMANTIC DAYS CELEBRATION we
had a great time exceeding what the other done - some answers were down best hilarious.
Technologically Out-dated Originally published in 1979.. I bought this and the spouse one as fun
Xmas presents for my hubby of 4 years and I, and even though he HATES doing things such as
this, he had lots of fun filling these out with me! We had a great period filling out the booklets
and then reading each others answers. Some of the queries were a little dumb and so random
neither folks knew the answer, but if they made a second edition, I'd totally get them! These are
so cute ! This is going to be fun. Like keeping these kinds of books in the car for long road
outings merely to keep conversations heading. The book is established as 100 questions that
you response about your spouse. We also bought the Are you aware YOUR LADY quiz book too.
Fun Ideal for newlyweds date night Nice! But it was still a fun way to pass the time, and I was
amazed how lengthy it took for 100 questions. We decided to do a few questions at a time
instead all at one time. Some are very questionable as far as why is normally that a issue but
there are some really good ones. Good for QT. I finished up picking right! Book for a date
evening with my husband. Bought this reserve to complete and provide to my husband for
Valentine's Day time. Not something to make use of if you want to get really deep but we
produced a competition from it and it had been really fun! So fun Highly recommend. Fun
present May be fun for a internet dating couple but not much for married We bought the wife
version too. Interesting books but they didn't invoke very much conversation nor learning
possibilities as we had hoped. May be fun for a dating few however, not much for married.
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